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Abslnct. Resistivity-dependem expressions for the direct force valency Zd are presented, 
starting from a recentlyproposed new theory for thedrivingforce in electromigration. Using 
these expressionsagooddescription is found forthe measuredeffeciivevalencyofhydrogen 
i n  the transition metals V. Nb and Ta. Fits based on a constant Z, which are at present 
available led to the values 1.1. 0.44 and 1.23 for Z, in the three hosts in question. These 
values are not understood yet. According to the new expressions, Z,, ranges between the 
bare-charge value of unity and the completely screened value of zero. which are limiting 
values obtained in the high- and low-resistivity limits. respectively. While the available 
experimental daw are not able to discriminate between the description wilh a constant Z, 
and the new one with a resistivity-dependent Zd. the latter can be considered as much more 
satisfactory. Regarding a long-standing controversyconcerning the magnitude of the direct 
valency, i t  is concluded that the new theory i n  fact reconciles the two extremes involved. 

1. Introduction 

Electromigration is diffusion with a preferential direction, induced by an applied electric 
field E .  For example, an interstitial. such as hydrogen i n  a metal, moves either to the 
anode or to the cathode, depending on the balance of forces. Since the early ballistic- 
model contributions by Fiks (1959) and Huntington and Grone (1961), the total force 
on a migrating impurity is written commonly as 

F = F ,  + F," = (2, f Z,)eE = Z*eE.  (1) 
The measured quantity is the effective valency Z". The wind valency 2, is generally 
(Sorbello et al 1982, Verbruggen 1988) accepted to be inversely proportional to the 
sample resistivity p :  

2, = K / p .  (2) 
Until recently, two contradictory opinions were defended with respect to the direct 
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valency Z ,  of the migrating impurity. Others (Turban er nl 1976) find a complete can- 
cellation of the direct force, so that 

Zd = 0. (4) 
This controversy started with the first derivation of the result (4) by Bosvieux and 
Friedel (1962). Rimbey and Sorbello (1980) tried to improve uponexisting theories by a 
derivation designed for strong migrating-impurity potentials, but, unfortunately, their 
contribution was not conclusive. They found a partial cancellation of the direct force, 
but for the remaining finite term, made more explicitly by Sorbello (1985), a physical 
interpretation is lacking (Verbruggen 1988). 

Challenged by this theoretical uncertainty, apparently manifesting a conceptual 
problem, Verbruggen and Griessen (1985) measured Z* asa function of p .  By extrapo- 
lating to largep-values (and thussmall Z,-values). usingequation (1) with equation (2) ,  
they hoped to decide this controversy. For hydrogen in V, Nb and Ta the analysis of 
theirresultsledtothevalues1.11 2 0.1,0.44 2 0.1and1.23 +O.l,respectively,forZd. 
I1 isclear that, although the value for Nb could imply considerable screening, the results 
cannot be understood from a theory predicting complete screening (equation (4)). A 
new question arises, however, because it is hard to understand a direct force valcnce 
which islargerthanthe bare-ionvalency,asit isfound,particularlyforTa,in asignificant 
way (Verbruggen eta[ 1986). 

Recently Lodder (1989a. b, 1990a, b) formulateda new theory for the drivingforce. 
Brouwer and Griessen (1989) mentioned the two limits for Z* according to this theory. 
In the large-r limit, complete screening. expressed by equation (4). is found, r being 
the transport relaxation time of the system while, in the small-5 limit, the full bare- 
charge valency could result, expressed by equation (3). This behaviour would imply a 
resistivity-dependent Z,. It has not been investigated yet with which other system 
quantity the value of T has to be compared in deciding whether it is large or small. 
Further the new theory has not been used yet to describe the intriguing experimental 
results mentioned above. These two points form the subject of the present paper. 

In section 2, resistivity-dependent expressionsfor Zd are presented which are based 
on the new theory. In section 3 these expressions are used to describe the measured 
results. Conclusions are given in section 3.  

Atomic units are used throughout. in which h = 2m = 1, m being the electron mass. 
Only resistivities are expressed in micro-ohm centimetres (pQ cm). 

2. Resistivity-dependent expressions for Z, 

For clarity it is necessary to review briefly the recently obtained results. For details the 
reader is referred to Lodder (1989a, b). The linear-response expression forF is (Lodder 
1989b) 

3 

F = Z , e E + i e  E,, dtexp(-nr)Tr{n(h)[r,,f,(r)]} ( 5 )  
v =  I 

in which n(h)  is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function 

rt(h) = (exp[P(h - E ~ ) ]  + 
containing p-' = kBT,  the Fermi energy eF of the system and the one-electron Ham- 
iltonian h. The time dependence of the force operator 
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f ,  = - v , u  (7) 
for the impurity at the position R ,  represents the Heisenberg picture, and U is the 
electron-impurity interaction potential. The time-dependent exponential with the 
infinitesimally positive number a represents the adiabatic switching on of the electric 
field, as usual in linear-response expressions. It may be useful to stress that equation (5) 
iscompletelyequivalent (Lodder 1989a) to the variousexpressionsusedin the literature, 
e.g. by Rimbey and Sorbello (1980). 

It has been shown (Lodder 1989b, 1990a) that, for an impurity in jellium, the second 
term of equation (3, after the replacement of n(h)  by n(h,,), precisely reduces to the 
usual wind force, i.e. the corresponding wind valency 2, can be written in the form (2). 
In this respect the new theory confirms all previous theoretical results. The resulting 
expression for the direct force, for low impurity concentrations, is 

1 
R I  + i/z 

3 

F ,  = Z,eE - e E,, Tr [n(h,)  - n(h,,). r v ]  -fl) 
”=I 

in which T is the transport relaxation time of the system, R is a Liouville or commutator- 
generating operator with the property RA = [ h ,  A ]  and the Hamiltonian h ,  contains, in 
addition to the Hamiltonian ho of the unperturbed system, a jellium, the potential of the 
migrating impurity only. The starting point for the resistivity-dependent expressions 
for Z, follows from equation (8) after elaborating the trace operator in terms of the 
eigenstates of h ,  with eigenvalues denoted by E,,: 

In this expression, F ~ , . ~ ,  = E ~ .  - and the subscripts h and h’ label the states. For r + 3: 
the imaginary part of equation (9) has been shown to be identically zero, while the 
principal-value part of the second term reduces exactly to -Z,eE, implying a complete 
cancellation of the direct force in this limit. 

In the first presentations of the new theory the result for this limit has received much 
emphasis, mainly because i t  wasat variance with a kindofconsensusin the fieldamongst 
a group of investigators (Landauer 1989) and i t  formed an independent support of the 
controversial theoretical result (4). It has not been investigated yet what this limit 
actually means, as the systems of interest are all relatively good conductors and the 
experimental data exclude complete screening (Verbruggen er a1 1986). It is not excluded 
a priori that the small-r limit of equation (9) is of interest, although for truly low- 
conductivity systems this expression is not claimed to be exact. Therefore we now discuss 
the small-r limit. 

First we show that the imaginary part of the second term vanishes, not in the trivial 
sense because 5’0 but owing to an approximation which is valid for smaIl T .  In that 
limit the energy difference in the denominator is negligible compared with l/r. The 
Limiting form for the imaginary part obtained in that way is easily shown to be equal to 
the resolvent form occurring in equation (8) after omission of the operator h ,  in it. The 
remaining trace is identically zero, irrespective of the magnitude of the factor z, because 
rv andf, commute. Assuming that this property of the imaginary part in the two limits 
contains information about the intermediate-r region we further discuss equation (9) 
containing only the real part 

as a factor. It is known to be impossible in practice to give a reliable evaluation of the 
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remaining expression by calculating the matrix elements and summing over all states. 
In order to make progress we choose quite a different approach and try a replacement 
of the factor (10) by an average to be denoted by 

1/11 + 3 l/[l + (plb)'] (11) 
or by the simulation of an average over an energy interval 

The parameters b and b, are related to the parameters E and E, and are defined through 
the well known relation (Ziman 1972) 

between the resistivity p and the transport relaxation time, containing an integral over 
the Fermi surface to be evaluated for the actual hosts (Van Ek and Lodder 1990). 
Although such an approach can by no means be claimed to be exact, in the literature i t  
is well known, and it retains an important feature of equation (9) for the direct force, 
namely its r or resistivity dependcnce. Replacement (11) in equation (9) leads to 

2, = Zi/[l + (b/p)?] = ZJ(1 + E'?' )  

Zd = Zi(p/b,) tan-'(b,/p) = ( Z , / E ~ T )  tan-'(ecT). 

Zd = &/(I  + a/p)  = Z,/(l + E,?) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

while replacement (12) gives 

For completeness we mention the form 

given by Brouwer and Griessen (1989). which was written in an early stage of trying to 
arrive at a useful expression forZdstartingfrom the new theory. It isclear from the steps 
given above that equation (16) is less well founded than equations (14) and (15). 

A common property of equations (14)-(16) is that Zd approaches the bare-impurity 
valency 2, in the higher-resistivity rcgion while it approaches zero in the low-resistivity 
region. Further it may be helpful to realize that thep-dependent Zdfunctionsare linearly 
independent of the Z,, function (2). By fitting Z* to measuring points a parameter 
corresponding to 2, will remain available in addition to the wind valency parameter K.  

3. Description of experimental data 

The measured resistivity-dependent effective valency Z*. for hydrogen in the three 
transition-metal hosts V, Nb and Ta is to be described by the commonly accepted 
exprcssion 

z* = Zd + K/p (17) 
which follows from equation (l), with (2) for the wind valency. In addition to a constant 
Zd, in which case 2, itself is a fitting parameter, the resistivity-dependent equations 
(,14)-( 16) are now available. The bare valency 2; in these new expressions is taken to be 
the hydrogen valueequal to unity.  The fitting parameter in theseexpressions isexpected 
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Figure 1. For the three hosts V. N b  and Ta, as 
indicated. Zx is plotted according to equation 
(17), corresponding to a constant-2, fit (- - -), 
and to the fits using equation (14) (-) and 
( l 5 ) ( . . .  .)forZ,.Thetworesistivity-dependent 

0 2 4 6 8 Z,curvesareplotredalso.Theexperimentaldata 
are lrom Verbruggen and Griessen (1985). 
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to reveal the meaning of the indications small and large used in the discussion of the two 
limits of the new theoretical expression (9). 

In figure 1, for the three hosts, curves for Z* are shown as a function of l/p, 
corresponding to a constant Zd and the resistivity-dependent equations (14) and (15), 
together with the experimental points. In addition the two corresponding 2, curves are 
displayed. In table 1 the fitting parameters and the root mean square deviation 

for each fit are given, where N is the number of measuring points being 12.10 and 5 for 
V, Nb and Ta, respectively. The resistivity-dependent measuring points were fitted to 
the p-dependent expressions. The energy parameters E and E< (and E,  for Nb) were 
obtained fromtheparametersb, bCandausingequation(13),in WhichtheFermisurface 
integral was evaluated for the actual hosts (Van Ek 1990) described within a muffin-tin 
model (Van Ek and Lodder 1990a). 

The constant-& fit reproduces the linear behaviour and the parameters published 
by Verbruggen et a/ (1986). as it should. It is remarkable to see how well the new 
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Table 1. The fitting par~meteh.~cwrdingtoequation (17). :nclLd.ng the root mean quare  
~ev.31!on I 18). lor the three hostsinse,tipated. corresponding to a cun,lant-Z, I t (first three 
rujbs) and to nts m n g  the rerrsri\ir)-drpendenr cqdalions (141. ( l j )  snd (16) (fourth tu 
.e\enth ro~~s,c~ghihtoele~enthroussndlrclftn tofillcenrh ros's.rcspectl\r !I 

\ ttiJ UqH) Ta(Hj 

Z" 
I( (pQ cm) 
A 

1.11 
9.9 
0 4 3 1  

26 
26 
0.018 
0.030 

33 
21 
0.023 
0.032 

0 
13.8 
0 
0.037 

0.44 

0.037 
26 

53 
32 
0.069 
0.041 

140 
31 
0.182 
0.039 

68 
30 
0,088 
0.038 

1.22 

0.029 

14 
-5.3 

-16 

0.027 
0.031 

19 
-7.5 

0.037 
0.033 

0 
-11.3 

0 
0.038 

expressions (14) and (15) describe the experimental data. For all three hosts the de- 
viations A are very small and as small as the value for the constant-Z, fit. So the data are 
by no means able to discriminate between the different fits. It may be interesting to 
mention that equation (16) did not result in a physically useful least-squares fit forV and 
Ta. The lowest A ,  obtained for a = 0. in fact implies a constant 2, equal to 2, which is 
unity as mentioned above, while the corresponding energy parameter e,  takes the 
meaningless valuc of zero. The intriguing feature of the new expressions for Z,. their p 
dependence, iscompletely lost. It is clear that in this degenerate situation aconstant-2, 
fit isbaundtogivealowervaluefor Aandthereforeworksbetter.Thiscan beseenfrom 
figure 2, in which for Ta the linear Z* is drawn corresponding to the constant-2, fit and 
the curves for 2' and 2, are shown corresponding to a small value of the parameter a .  
For Nb the curves are given according to the successful fit. On comparison of figures 1 
and 2 the difference between the curves according to (14) or (15) and (16) is most 
striking in origin. Z, according to equations (14) and (15) approaches the origin para- 
bolically, while (16) gives a linear approach. For Nb the body of the Zd curve according 
to (16) lies on the left of the experimental points. We conclude that owing to this fortuity 
for Nb a successful fit could be obtained also for this expression, although it is expected 
to have a more restricted reliability compared with equations (14) and (15). 

I t  is seen from figure 1 that the curves corresponding to equations (14) and (15) are 
not very different. They all approach the value of unity for larger resistivities, as they 
should. For V the curves in the large-wind-valency region diverge somewhat, so that 
experiments for higher-conductivity samples could discriminate between them. The 
direct force valency 2, according to equation (14) for the sample with the highest 
conductivity, at the experimental point most to the right in the figures, is0.50for V,O.O8 
for Nb and 0.66 for Ta. The corresponding values according to equation (15) are 0.71, 
0.17 and 0.78 (dotted curve). According to the present description the experimental 
data apparently imply an almost-screened direct forcein the higher-conductivitysamples 
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Figure2. Experimental data and fits (-) for 
Z’ according to equation (16) for Zd are shown 
for Nb and Ta: . . . . . corresponding Zd curves: _ _ _ _  . forcompariron theconsiani-Z,fitsasin 
figure 1. 

Table 2. The ranges of the dimensionless parameters ~7 and E ~ T ,  which have to be much 
larger than unity lor complete screeningof the direct force, the lengths2 and &. the ranges 
of the mean Free path A and the average Fermi velocities in the three systems investigaied. 

V W )  N b W  W H )  

ET 0 . 5 ~ 1 . 0 0  1.5-3.3 0.53-0.72 
+ I  0.74-1.27 4.1-8.7 0.74-1.00 
2 26 15 57 
& 21 6 41 
A 15-26 U-48 30-4 1 
VF 0.47 1.01 1.50 

of Nb, while in V and Ta the direct force is at most partially screened. It is clear from 
figure 1 that this is not simply a sample resistivity effect. The &-values for Nb at the 
highest conductivity values in theV andTasamplesare at most0.27and 0.22 respectively. 
One has toconclude !hat electronicstructure effectsare quite large, a conclusion which 
could have been drawn already from the constant-& fit results. Such effects are 
inherently missing in the jellium-based equations (14) and (15) and are explicitly 
neglected in choosing the value of unity for the bare-ion valency 2,. We shall return to 
this point in the concluding section. 

As for the fitting parameters, we notice the smallness of the energy parameters E and 
E, (and E,  for Nb) compared with the Fermi energy, which is of the order 0.7 Ryd for 
these systems. On the other hand these energies are still much larger than the thermal 
energies of the samples, measuring the thermal broadening of the Fermi surface, and 
which are of the order of 2.5 mRyd. At this stage the physical meaning of these 
parameters is not clear. The complete screening limit mentioned in section 2 is obtained 
for t”  but, in view of equations (9) and (14), one really needs Er 9 1. In table 2 the 
ranges of Er and zcr are given for the three systems, which are reasonably good metallic 
conductorswithresistivitiesin therange 1 M 4  pQ cm. OnlyinNbarevaluesappreciably 
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larger than unity found; this reflects the small Zd-value of 0.44 according to the constant- 
Zd fit and which led to the very small Zd-values according to equations (14) and (15) 
mentioned above. One apparently would need much lower resistivities to find complete 
screening. A good conductor such as copper could be an interesting candidate, because 
it has a pure-sample resistivity of 1.6 pB cm at room temperature. Unfortunately, such 
a good conductor also has a large wind valency, since for copper the effective valency is 
measured to lie between -15 and -20 (Sidorenko e r n [  1970). These considerations 
indicate that the experimental conditions for the measurement of a well screened direct 
valency are very unfavourable. 

For afurther understandingofouranalysisand thedriftofthenew theorywepresent 
the energy parameters in another way. Since &r is dimensionless, 1/s has the dimension 
of time. It may be useful to recall that the quantities are expressed in atomic units. We 
want to compare the lengths A = uF/& and Ac = uF/eC with the mean free path A = uFr ,  
The values for uF are obtained from an average over the Fermi surface of the actual host 
(Van Ek 1990). being a quotient of two integrals similar to the integral occurring in 
equation (13). These quantities are given in table 2 also. The reason is that. on the one 
hand. in the controversy screening is an important issue. which invites us to implicate 
the screening length in  the discussion and that. on the other hand, in  the new theory the 
transport relaxation time enters explicitly, which implies that the mean free path plays 
a role. I t  is seen that for V and Ta the mean free path lengths are mostly smaller than 
the lengths A and Ac,  while for Nb they are larger. The fitting parameter lengths A and A ,  
are larger than the screening length. which is of the order o l  the interatomic spacing. 
being about 6 for the three systems. A conclusion that comparison of the mean free path 
with the screening length forms the key in deciding whether electronic screening of a n  
impurityreducesthedirect forceontheionornot isnot excluded by thedata investigated, 
but it w,ould require further support and presumably also some refincment. Regarding 
the results it  is more a conjecture than a conclusion at the present stage. Nevertheless, 
a conjecture of this type is very attractive and no longer without theoretical grounds. In 
electromigration. dynamic screening is distinguished from static screening, although the 
full static screening of an impurity in a metal> due to the severe requirement of charge 
neutrality described correctly by the Friedel sum rule, is also the result of the dynamics 
of the electrons. The concept of dynamic screening in electromigration points to the 
question of how far the force on the bare ion is counterbalanced by the force on the 
screening electrons. The new theory leads quite naturally to the idea that in a jellium 
this depends on the mobility of the electrons. The more mobile the electrons are. the 
better is the dynamic screening of the direct force. 

It is clear that more research is required for a better understanding of the physics 
involved, from both theoretical and experimental viewpoints. Theoretically it would be 
important to develop methods which make it  possible to elaborate the theory, in par- 
ticular equations (8) and (9) and their equivalents for a real host. without tentative 
averaging procedures. Experimental data for other systems and for samples with lower 
hydrogen concentrations and larger resistivity ranges would be welcome. 

4. Conclusions 

The experimental data for the effective valency Z* in V(H), Nb(H) and Ta(H) are 
described using resistivity-dependent expressions for the direct force valency 2,. The 
new expressions represent the data as well as the previously used constant Z,,, but from 
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a theoretical point of view the new description is much more satisfactory. The resistivity 
dependence enters in a natural way through the transport relaxation time dependence 
madeexplicitlyin thenew theory. Thisnewtheoryisshowntoreconcile the twoextremes 
in the controversy, namely derivations which end up with a complete screening of the 
direct force and other derivations which find small to negligible corrections to  a full 
direct force on the bare charge of the migrating ion. 

A tentative conclusion is mentioned-that a key in deciding whether (dynamic) 
screening of the direct force dominates or is small may lie in the comparison of the 
(static) screening length and the mean free path in a system. It is admitted that this 
conjecture may need some refinement in future research. 

The differences for the different hosts are not explained in the present description. 
This is a separate challenge and was not the aim of this study. Equations (14) and (15) 
are written, starting from a theory for an impurity in a jellium. Although all assertions 
in the literature with respect to an interstitial are based on impurity-in-jellium theories, 
a real metallic background (in particular in transition metals) has much more structure 
than a jellium. Therefore it is in fact rather surprising that a good fit could be obtained 
for all three hosts. It is not excluded that part of the screening of the proton is taken care 
of by a rather localized narrow state, the characteristics of which are closer to a bound 
state than to a scattering state. In that case a bare proton charge Z, would not occur in 
the theory and particularly not in equations (14) and (15). In these expressions one 
would expect a reduced value compared with unity, uhich could be different for the 
different hosts. Electronic structure calculations for interstitial alloys could reveal such 
differences. Unfortunately, such calculations have already been only in a preliminary 
stage for several years (Ellialtioglu ern! 1985). It may be interesting to mention that the 
marked difference in slope for the effective valency, as is seen in figure 1, is also an 
electronicstructure effect. Preliminary ab initio resultsfor the wind valency 2, (Van Ek 
and Lodder 1991) indeed show a positive K-value for Nb and a negative value for Ta. 
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